Supplemental Methods

Adjudication in the ASCEND trial

Study clinicians blind to treatment allocation adjudicated the primary and secondary outcomes. For non-fatal vascular and bleeding outcomes, the coordinating centre requested documentation (e.g. hospital discharge summaries) from primary care. In a small number of cases where participants were lost to follow-up, routine hospital admission data were used to ascertain 18 serious vascular events and 24 major bleeds. For fatal outcomes, the primary source of information was the Office for National Statistics death certification data, which included deaths occurring in the UK both in and out of hospital. The reported primary and subsidiary causes of death were then reviewed by study clinicians along with available hospital admissions data and any information from the trial questionnaires. The published results were based on all confirmed and unrefuted serious vascular and major bleeding event reports (i.e. a reported event for which supporting documentation could not be obtained [i.e. was unrefuted] was counted in the analysis). Over 90% of the serious vascular events and major bleeding events included in the analysis were confirmed by adjudication. Details of the adjudication definitions (including how deaths were ascribed to their underlying cause using information from review of other clinical information alongside death certificates) are provided in the Supplement accompanying the main publication.

Routine data sources

During follow-up, death records were obtained from the Office for National Statistics via NHS Digital for England/Wales and National Health Scotland Central Register. These data included date of death, underlying and other contributing causes of death. Participants were also linked to their routinely collected hospital admission records; these data were obtained from NHS Digital (Hospital Episode Statistics Admitted Patient Care) for England, Public Health Scotland (Scottish Morbidity Records 01), and the Welsh SAIL Databank (Patient Episode Database for Wales). Information used for these analyses included: the primary and any secondary admission diagnoses; any operations and procedures; admission method; admission date; and the number of nights the participant stayed in hospital. Linkage between the trial participants and routine datasets were carried out by the national registries, but was not possible for 44 participants (44/15480 [0.3%]) residing in Northern Ireland, among which only one serious vascular event and no major bleeding event occurred.
during follow-up. At the time of this study participants were not linked to their primary care general practice data.

**Derivation of routine data algorithm**

Potential indicators of event severity that were considered based on previous observational studies\(^7\text{-}11\) included: bleeding in the primary (i.e. first) or second diagnostic position on the admission record (where up to twenty diagnoses can be recorded), patients having stayed at least one or two nights in hospital, and admission via emergency means. Severity factors that were not considered due to missing or incomplete information on the routinely collected hospitalisation record included blood transfusions, medical or surgical interventions, and falls in haemoglobin. Fifteen algorithms were derived using either one-severity-factor (e.g. emergency admission), two-severity-factors in combination (e.g. primary diagnosis and emergency admission), or three-severity-factors. For each possible algorithm, kappa, sensitivity and specificity statistics were calculated using adjudicated direct follow-up as the comparator. Of the fifteen possible algorithms, one was selected for the primary analyses by clinicians before any randomised comparisons were re-run. The selection was based on the agreement statistics, simplicity of the algorithm, and a definition broadly similar to the ASCEND trial criteria set out in online supplemental figure 2. For any intracranial haemorrhage or serious eye bleed, the selected algorithm defined this as an ICD-10 code in any diagnostic position (i.e. primary or secondary diagnosis); while for gastrointestinal or other bleeding to be classified as major, records were restricted to bleeding codes in the first (i.e. primary) diagnostic position and patients having stayed at least one night in hospital (full details of the selected algorithm can be found in online supplemental table 2).

**Statistical analyses**

Overall levels of agreement between routine data and adjudicated direct-participant follow-up were estimating using the kappa statistic.\(^12\) Agreement between subgroups were assessed using heterogeneity testing, including analyses split by median age (<63 vs ≥63-years), sex (male vs female), vascular risk score (low vs medium vs high [see ASCEND data analysis plan\(^13\)]), and country of residence (England vs Other UK). Where there was agreement between two sources of outcome data (i.e. outcomes in both datasets), the event dates were compared. Differences were presented as: exact match (same day), 1-7 days, 8-30 days, 31-90 days, 91-180 days, and >180 days. Where an event was reported in adjudicated direct-participant follow-up alone, routine data was searched to
identify whether there was a corresponding hospitalization (within 90 days of the adjudicated event date) or death record for the same participant. A similar process was carried out to search adjudicated data for events recorded solely in routine data.
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